






































 
Winners Circle 

 
 





month, explicit), microassault (explicit language of nonverbals that have been made acceptable) 
Microaggressions framed around curiosity but where is the line?  

- “Onus is placed on the marginalized person” 
- We need to think about fragility in the moment, but we shouldn’t be walking around on 

eggshells all the time. → Call out when triggers happen. Impact vs. Intent -- make this a 
part of the conversation 

- We need to identify, draw our lines in the classroom. Where is the line? It’s where you 
say it is in the classroom. “Ok boomer” is not okay in this classroom, using the N word in 
the classroom is not tolerated, etc. . . .: “That’s not appropriate in our classroom - set the 
expectation and a safe space for all.” - conversation one on one with students rather 
than calling out in front of all students or a blanket statement to all (I’ve been told…) 

Is it kind, is it helpful, is it necessary? - then we don’t say it in our classroom  
Discussion with colleagues - is this happening in your classroom? If not, why is it happening in 
mine? (Using racial slurs such as the N word) 

● Look not just at aggression but also at passive-aggressive behaviors before reacting with 
disciplinary procedures. 

● We need to acknowledge who a space was intended for and how power flows through 
the space. 

Code Switching - POC and lgbtq have had to code switch in order to survive - does not mean 
they are less than  
 
 
Resources:  
Examples of Racial Microaggressions 
 
 
Article: Everything you need to know about microagressions  
Article: Did you really just say that? (from American Psychological Association) 
Tiffany Dena Loftin (NAACP)  
Article: Five Reasons Why People Code-Switch by NPR 
 
 
 
 
 





Article: Governor: Bring HBCUs into Teaching Fellows program
The Ron Clark Academy offers great training during their educator tours



Was this (below) from Debby Iriving’s workshop?





“Waking Up White” - Debby Irving
“5 pillars of Hip Hop culture”
White washed curriculum - must be intentional to counteract it - whose voices are being left out
Move to action - don’t just talk about it
Start from history - NC History

“White standard” -

Analyzing every space with a critical lense - field trips

How do we disrupt what is in place, the "whitewashing", that is doing real harm to our students
and educators?

How do you bring in the community to support our scholars? What is the parent participation in
this conversation? How do you deal with parent pushback?

You can’t let parents deter you from the work - mission statement (preparing students for the
real world) - some students learn within school about the real world due to not learning at home
about diversity (lgbtq, race, etc.)
Suggestion - book study for teachers, parents (Despite the Best Intentions)

What do we do with parent push back?
White parent’s children are benefiting from the system. They are perceiving that they are going
to lose something.  Fear of loss.  Hard to let go of power/privilege
Loss of power.

Critical race theory - whiteness as property - dominant culture that permeates in our country -
proximity to whiteness - Scarcity mentality
-
Getting your piece of the pie -
Scene on Radio - Seeing White Podcast
Deliberate lack of resources - deliberate push

“Despite the best intentions” Book study for teachers and parents—invite PTA but intentional
about who is in space

How do you get the people who don’t “show up”

“We Are” community forums - responsibility of white people to advocate - this work is important
for all of our children

Critical race theory resource—especially applying in classroom

Implications of having a diverse staff - it is important for white children to see black teachers too.

Are we tracking representation in our school staff?

How are we intentionally hiring diverse staff?



People of color who work in schools - difficult to navigate for POC - POC don’t always want to
be the voice of the people (tokenism, there because we want them to be there,etc). - Need to
have people who extend the voice of the students - are we supporting the staff of color who are
there

Question to the APs, Board Members, etc. - how do we still have schools in 2020 where we do
not have POC in the classroom - J Ellis - principals given data - charged them with being
intentional based on the data in hiring teachers of color

Parallel question - how are we ensuring our schools are places where educators of color want to
work, feel safe working, and truly feel valued? What base level of training are all schools/admins
being held to (re: equity) to move in this direction while also working on hiring/retention.

Does your school culture support POC - do they feel comfortable in your space - must support
POC of color while they are there in your space




